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The Fulfillment of Time: 
When Creation in Genesis Meets 
Redemption in Jesus 

The end of the old and the beginning of the new year 
invite us to contemplate the passage of time. Where 
did the past year go? What might the future hold? 
The readings from John and Paul for this week reach 
back to the beginning of all space and time, and then 
stretch forward to their fulfillment in cosmic 
redemption. Despite the bleak headlines of the 
nightly news, they remind us that Christians are the 
ultimate optimists. 

The first sentence in John echoes the first sentence of 
the entire Bible to draw an unmistakable parallel 
between two unrelated texts that are separated by two 
thousand years. The elegant words of Genesis 1:1 
read, "In the beginning God created the heavens and 
the earth." John begins his gospel, "In the beginning 
was the Word." Why does John do this? What is he 
saying to us? Beyond the obvious literary affinity, 
what's the deeper connection between the Jesus of 
John and the God of Genesis?        

The prologue of John 1:1–18 makes two connections 
between Jesus and Genesis, and it's not too much to 
say that these two connections form the sum and 
substance of the entire Christian story. John links 
Genesis and Jesus to connect creation and 
redemption. Jesus embodies the revelation of the 
invisible God and enacts the redemption of the 
material creation. He is the infinite and eternal Logos 
who entered time and became finite flesh. Just as 
God's glory inhabited the tabernacle and temple in 
the Old Testament, his glory "tabernacled" in the 
fleshly body of Jesus. In Jesus God created the world, 
says John, and in Jesus God redeems the world. 

Whereas John and Genesis begin at the beginning of 
creation, Paul imagines a scenario "before the 
creation of the world" (1:4). Although this sounds 
like science fiction, I take his words at face value. 
The universe is about 14 billion years old, and even 
though that's an unimaginably large number, it's still 
a finite number. What came "before" the beginning of 

space and time? And when in the distant but certain 
future the universe flies apart from a continued 
expansion of the Big Bang, or collapses into a Big 
Crunch from the forces of gravity, what will be its 
end? 

When the eternal Word entered time and assumed 
flesh, He reminded us that the material creation is 
inherently good. The first chapter of Genesis did this 
long ago, of course, poetically proclaiming seven 
times that all that God created was "good." But many 
Christians have embraced a dualism that accepts the 
spiritual as a superior good and rejects the material as 
an inferior evil. The incarnation of Jesus dispels that 
dualism. 

Brian Wren captures this important observation in his 
poem Good is the Flesh: 

Good is the flesh that the Word has become, 
good is the birthing, the milk in the breast, 
good is the feeding, caressing and rest, 
good is the body for knowing the world, 
Good is the flesh that the Word has become. 

Good is the body for knowing the world, 
sensing the sunlight, the tug of the ground, 
feeling, perceiving, within and around, 
good is the body, from cradle to grave, 
Good is the flesh that the Word has become. 

Good is the body, from cradle to grave, 
growing and aging, arousing, impaired, 
happy in clothing, or lovingly bared, 
good is the pleasure of God in our flesh, 
Good is the flesh that the Word has become. 

Good is the pleasure of God in our flesh, 
longing in all, as in Jesus, to dwell, 
glad of embracing, and tasting, and smell, 
good is the body, for good and for God, 
Good is the flesh that the Word has become. 

Between the mysteries of creation in eternity past and 
its future fulfillment is the present. And today's present 
is one that Christians embrace with enthusiastic 
optimism. 
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Reflecting on the Word 
 

____1st Reading:  Jeremiah 31:7-14 
 

What witness to the nations does God give? For what 
reason?  What witness to others have God’s dealings with 
you given?  What feelings and plans does God express?  
Whom does the “great company” include?  What does 
this indicate about the value of human life?  What would 
need to change for God’s people today to “become like a 
watered garden”?  In what ways is this passage a 
challenge for us?  Living the Good News 

 
____Psalm Reading: Psalm 147:12-20  

 
What more appropriate way to end a book, a month, or a 
church year than to recount the many blessings God has 
given and then to thank and praise Him for His mercy. 
Psalm 147 is just that.  What items would you add to the 
psalmist’s list?  Why is it good to praise God? About 
what is God primarily concerned in his creatures? Why? 
What overall picture do you get from this psalm?  mtolive-
anoka.org and This Day with God 

 
____3rd Reading:  Ephesians 1:3-14   

 
What activities and descriptive words relate to the Father, 
Jesus, and the Holy Spirit?  In your own words, describe 
the "blessings in Christ."   What excites you most about 
God's relationship to you?  Knowing you are chosen and 
adopted, how will you view yourself and God differently?  
What changes in your lifestyle would help you live more 
effectively for the praise of God's glory this week?  What 
is God saying to you right now?  Life Together Churches 

____4th Reading:  John 1:(1-9), 10-18  
 

Where do you see light shining in the midst of this 
darkness?  What does this passage indicate about our 
response?  How do Jesus’ experiences compare to that of 
the outcasts of this world?  What might this imply about 
true godliness?  What truth about God did Jesus bring that 
had never been revealed before?  How does Jesus’ 
incarnation demonstrate God’s constant care?  What 
changes in ourselves must we make because God also 
wants to dwell in us?  In what ways do we become an 
incarnation or extension of God’s values and vision?  How 
have you received “grace upon grace”? If at times you felt 
distant from God, what difference would this gospel make 
in your relationship?  Living the Good News  

 
Praying Toward Sunday 
 
My Lord God, I have no idea where I am going. 
I do not see the road ahead of me. I cannot 
know for certain where it will end. I know that 
you will lead me by the right road though I may 
know nothing about it. Therefore will I trust 
you always though I may seem to be lost and in 
the shadow of death. I will not fear, for you are 
ever with me, and you will never leave me to 
face my perils alone. 
 

~ Thomas Merton  

Only 
 
we sit down 
with our sharpened pencils, 
to chart out the 
longitude and latitude 
of your grace 
only 
to keep running 
out of paper; 
 
we tie a string 
around each sin, 
dropping them into 
your sea of forgiveness, 
only 
to discover we can 
never plumb its depths; 
 
we scrabble and scrape, 
push and pummel ourselves 
from Land's End to John o' Groats 
on our self-planned journey, 
only 
to find 
we are at the 
starting point 
of your Way; 
 
how foolish we are 
to try to limit you 
by our imagination 
only. 
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